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ATT.ÍACTCRS OF ŞYSTEfcS UÎШER BOTJMűEÛ PSRTURBATION 
L.. Farkas 
Budap є t , fíungary 
The aim of this talk is to give explicit estimates to 
uniformly attracting sets of non-autonomous systems of differential 
equations that don't exhibit any special feature (such as, for 
example, periodicity, almost periodicity etc.) and to estimate at 
the same time the basin (the region of attractivity). 
It will be assumed that the system considered is close to an 
autonomous or to a periodic one, the latter possessing an 
asymptotically stable equilibrium or an asymptotically stable 
periodic solution, respectively* "Close" means that the right hand 
sides are close in the C° topology, that is, their difference is 
less than a positive number \ which may be small but is "finite" 
and ie explicitly estimated too. 
The results are based on a theorem of Yoshizawa [5] concerning 
the existence of an attractor of a perturbed system. The proofs of 
the results can be found in papers [1,2j. 
Consider first the case in vrhich our system is ".lose to an 
autonomous one. 
Let 2L<-^Rn be an open set containing the origin, R+ = [0,oo) , 
f€C°[R+X-.ft,RnJ, f i € C 0 [ R V f t , R ^ ] , g £ C 2 [ £ , R a ] , 
for any compact QcSi let Jf'| be bounded over R +XQ where 
x =- (x*,*..,x )€ Rn , and consider the systems 
x-f(t,x) (1) 
and 
* « g(x) (2) 
where dot denotes differentiation with respect to t€ R+ . Assume 
further that there exists an *l>0 such that 
|í(t,x) - g(x)l<1, . (t,x)€R*xft, 
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g(0) s 0 and the real parts of all the eigenvalues of the matrix 
g'(0) are negative. Oie are not assuming that f(t,0)s 0)* 
As it is '.veil known there exists (and one can determine) a 
positive aeiinite quadratic form w(x) and constants $* > 0t 
3 2 > 0 such that 
Uj, = [ x £ R n | | x | < 9 j c : f î and 
и ( 2 ) ( x ) < - ^ w ( x ) , x £ U f 
Let us denote the least and the largest eigenvalues of the 
quadratic form w(x) by \ and A n , respectively (0 < \*x \^ ). 
Introuuce the ellipsoidal sets 
\ ~í'*ř 
Б - S x f e f 
'(*)< *>t%Ą\l 
Theorem T» Under the conditions imposed above if 
then .A_crBCr££, the set R +X A^ is a uniform asymptotically 
stable ir.vsriant pet of system (1) and its basin contains the 
set R + X B • 
Now, replace system (2) by 
x - g(t,x) (3) 
where g»gjtgxx € C°[a
+XS2-] (now .51 does not have to contain 
the origin), let g be periodie in t with period T > 0 and assume 
that there exists an *(>0 such that 
|f(t,x) - g(t,x)|<C*l, , (t,x) € R * X & • 
.Assume further that (3) has a periodic solution p rcith period 'C 
and all the characteristic multipliers of the variational system 
« - g£ (t,p(t))« (4) 
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are in moaulus less than one* u v u u i u D X O Q O u i i a u u u u . . + 
Let us denote by T the path of p . i . a . f ^ X S l ? j X ^ p t ^ t ^ j 
and let 9 > 0 be such that 
Wr.?. ) - jxeRn[$>(x,r):s94$<-:Q. 
(here <j> (x,F) is the Euclidean distance of x from the set P ). 
Set 
h(tfz) « g(tfp(t)+E)-g(tfp(t))-g.£(tfp(t))i. f 
more exactly let h be the Lagrangian remainder of order two of g. 
From our assumptions follows that a $L>° exists (and can be 
determined by estimating the second partial derivatives of g) such 
that 
Itft.-ol-^M1 , 14 ft*, .*.<*, . 
3y ?loquet'e theory the periodic linear system (4) is 
reducible, that isf there exists a continuously differentiable, 
regular, 7T -periodic matrix function S(t) such that the 
transformation z « S(t)y carries (4) into a linear system with 
constant coefficients 
J - By (5) 
which ia asymptotically stable. Let us denote by \(t) the least 
eigenvalue of the periodic' positive definite matrix S C O S (& 
Clearly - A » m i n \ (t) > 0. One can determine a positive 
***** * 
definite quadratic form w(y) and a constant £->° such that 
*(S)li)£ -%\'l
 2 , y SRn • 
Define v(t,._) » w(S~1(t)E) which is a positive definite quadratic 
form in z v/hoee coefficients are periodic functions of t. Let us 
denote the least and largest eigenvalues of v(t,z) by ^ t ) and 
) \ (t) respectively. Clearly, 
W 
0 <V^V ( t )- V^Л,^ • 
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Finally, let us introduce the notations 
*<= \(«**(% ^MKfJ . *-.•*• (*M4X1 
and the sets 
B =[(t,x)€R+XRn| v(t.*-p(t)KtX4]. 
Theorem 2« If the conditions imposed upon systems (1), 
(3) and (4) hold and 
•<t<(Mwf*G£ • J g ) 
then A CBCR +xfi > *ne se* A* i s a uniform asymptotically stable 
invariant set of system (1) and its basin contains the set B. 
The first Theorem can be applied to the perturbed van dex Pol 
equation 
•# p • * 
u+n(l-u )u+u -» F(t,u,u) , m > 0 (6) 
and the second to the perturbed Duffing's equation 
u B -k u+m(-bu+cu) + asint+ F(t,u,u) 
(see [3-0* 
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